Application form for StudiTUM-groups

Accredited university groups can apply here to be supported as a StudiTUM group. As part of the support, you will receive a storage container in one of the StudiTUM houses, as well as room booking rights in all StudiTUM houses at TUM. The funding period is valid from 01 April for one year at a time. Application is possible annually in the period February/March and will be publicly announced (https://www.sv.tum.de/engagier-dich/hochschulgruppen/).

Further information on the procedure: Procedure for selection as a StudiTUM group.

The terms of use of the StudiTUM houses apply. These must be accepted on TUMonline for activation of the locking cards (Business Card → Services → StudiTUM).

The application is completed with the upload of the Commitment Form, which requires an advocate at TUM.

The application is open from 08.02.-17.03.2021, for the funding period April 2021 to March 2022. This year the actual period will be shifted backwards (May/June) depending on the opening of StudiTUM houses.

ATTENTION! This form only works properly in a desktop browser!

- Name of the student group
- Name of correspondent for the group
- Email address (This is our official way of communication with your group. Please use a generic, non-personalized address, if possible)
- Email address validation
- When has the group been accredited?
- In what field is the group active? Choose from: Science, Music, Arts, Politics, Religion, Sports, social/charitable activity, country-related culture, or other
- Does the group have a legal form of organization (nonprofit society, endowment)?
- Upload for statue of organization (not mandatory)
- If so, please upload the bylaws/statute.
- What do you want to use the rooms for?
- Do you want to use a storage container? (about 150x50x50 cm) If so, which campus are you most likely to use it?
- What do you want to store in the container?
- Estimate: How many TUM-students are active in your group? (choose from all, none, less than 50% or more than 50%)
- Is your group part of a parent organization? If so, please state which.
- Checkbox: Does the income from donations and/or sponsoring exceed 500€/year?
- Do you cooperate with external partners (from industries)?
- Are other rooms available to your group? (offices, seminar rooms, workspaces, ...) If so, please specify and state whether they are part of TUM or not.

Formal criteria (checkboxes):
- The student group is not influenced by any organization with dubious constitutional loyalty
- The student group is not influenced by any extremist or extremist-influenced organization
- The student group has no extremist positions
- The student group does not discriminate against individuals or groups and their ideas
- The student group does not missionize religions and does not explicitly promote one religion
- The student group does not missionize ideologies and does not explicitly promote them
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